In this paper, a new optimization technique called SOFT (self-organizingfuzzy technique) is proposed to solve the macro-cell placement problem. In SOFT, different criteria are simultaneously accounted by a novelfuzzy gain function which models expert knowledge to control the optimization process. The presented procedure is an adaptation of Kohonen's self-organization algorithm which is well suited for implementation on massively parallel architecture for fast computing. The MCNC benchmark examples are presented to verify the performance and feasibility of SOFT. Comparisons are made with the Hopfield network, SOAP and TimberWolf MC5.6. Experiments show that the proposed method yields an average of 17% improvement in total wire length compared with previous methods. Large size problems with 225 and 1024 arbitrarily-sized macrocells are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
Macro-cell placement which packs arbitrarilysized circuit blocks into a given layout region is a very important step in VLSI custom-chip design, since it has a pronounced effect on the final circuit layout. This optimization problem has been proven to be NP-hard [4] and must satisfy several contradictory criteria, such as shorter wire length, smaller chip area, less module overlap, and a variety of other constraints. Over the years, a wide *Corresponding author.
repertoire of solution methods have been proposed with varying success [5, 7, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ; these include partitioning-based methods, branch and bound, cluster growth, simulated annealing, genetic-based methods, force-directed and analytical methods. Partitioning-based methods [16] place cells on either side of a partition in such a manner as to minimize the number of interconnections crossing the partition. Cluster growth methods [22] apply a pre-specified select-function and place-function to select unplaced cells and place cells in .the placement region. Both of these methods are greedy constructive approaches that frequently become trapped in local minima. The constructive methods create placement in an incremental manner that produces a complete placement only when the method terminates. The branch and bound method which seeks a solution by tracing a logical tree structure is able to guarantee optimum results, but the run time is excessive for reasonably sized problems. This method is also a constructive approach. The simulated annealing algorithm [19] with probabilistic hill climbing technique is an iterative approach. Iterative approaches improve an initial placement by repeatedly modifying it and then terminate when a design criterion is met. Thus, a complete placement is available at every stage of the modification cycle. Although simulated annealing has been suggested for obtaining optimal solutions, it requires an enormous amount of time. The genetic-based method derived from biological phenomena is ineffective unless a clever representation scheme is devised to represent the physical placement as a genetic code. This is also an iterative approach. Force-directed methods and analytical methods [20] [21] [9] used this model to solve a one-dimensional cell placement problem. Sriram and Kang [11] introduced a modified Hopfield model for a two-dimensional module placement problem. Date et al. [23] presented an LSI module placement algorithm using a Hopfield network. Yu [12] In general, the solution to a problem is defined to correspond to the neuron states or their connection weights. Given the dimensions of a set of arbitrarily-sized macro-cells and the connection wires among them, the macro-cell placement problem is to locate the circuit blocks optimally within the specified region. This is a constrained mapping problem which determines the locations for all cells such that all the constraints are satisfied and a weighted sum of total wire length is minimized. It has been shown that a self-organizing neural network with Kohonen's learning algorithm can create an optimal twodimensional feature map of higher dimensional sample vectors [13, [27] [28] . Given the topological relation (connection) between each pair of neurons as a map, the algorithm applies the input sample vectors to adjust the weights of neurons. The objective of the self-organization algorithm is to iteratively adapt the weights between input neurons and output neurons, so that the output neurons become sensitive to different inputs in an organized way. This neural network model, which preserves the topological relation among neurons, is sometimes called a topology-preserving map. We shall refer to this topology-preserving map of macro-cells as a self-organizing cell-map.
In this paper, a neural network model based on Kohonen's self-organization rule is proposed to resolve the macro-cell placement problem. The relationship between the proposed self-organizing neuron model and the macro-cell placement model is illustrated in Figure 3, (6), the total stimulus function with the proposed fuzzy gain functions is defined as ,follows:
This is the first neural optimization technique that simultaneously considers the wire length and module overlap criteria for macro-cell placement.
3. Self-Organizing Fuzzy Technique
In this subsection, a brief overview of the SOFT algorithm will be given and then a more detailed description of each step of the algorithm will be given. Step 3. gradual expansion of cell size introduces a kind of function smoothing [14] . Thus 
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A changes (or the time variable is larger than a pre-specified large constant tmax).
Algorithm Analyses
As point out above, input sample vectors provide the primary information for the learning of selforganizing neural network such that the solution quality and the system performance are more sensitive to the quality of the input sample vectors.
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we present a small but difficult example called NCTU8, in which, 8 cubic-connected macro,cells are placed on a 480 480 layout region. Figure 7 shows the first 300 sample vectors produced by the proposed method.. The prespecified topological relation of these 120 120 =2 8(tl) =1 FIGURE 6 Nodej is represented as the selected node. Regions with different fill patterns are represented as the neighborhood region at difference time, tO < < t2. macro-cells is shown in Figure 7 (a). Figure 7(b) shows the distribution of the produced sample vectors. The input sequence of the sample vectors with the winner neuron 3 is also demonstrated. It can easily be shown that the proposed method is better than Kim's SOAP method, in which, sample vectors are randomly generated and uniformly distributed on the placement region. Kim's selforganizing process is highly time-consuming, especially because it attempts to represent particular information by random data. independent of the number of input macro-cells and the number of wire nets. In other words, the execution time is bounded by a constant number if the algorithm is has been implemented by a real analog neural network. Fig.  9(a) ) in approximately 5 seconds. Figure 9( Fig. 11 ). Our result was better than that achieved by Kim's SOAP [1] , which used FIGURE 10 The solution for placing mblk-2 within a 100 x 85 region. The total wire length obtained was 1035.
(603260 gm) [26] . The placement results for these two MCNC benchmark circuits are shown in Figure 12 . and Figure 13 quite encouraging. The proposed approach is competitive with previous state-of-the-art algorithms, no matter whether they are neural-network based or non-neural-network based. The proposed method provides17% improvement in total wire length over the results of previous algorithms, and the results obtained are independent of the initial configuration. Our macro-cell placement method improves both the total wire length and module overlap, one of which has always been trade-off for the other in previous approaches. Our experiments also demonstrate that solutions obtained using the 
